.0.10 Metric prefixes
Mkmµ- (Greek mu)
npf-

megakilomillimicronanopicofemto-

106
103
10−3
10−6
10−9
10−12
10−15

Note that the exponents go in steps of three. The exception is centi-, 10−2 , which is used only
in the centimeter, and this doesn’t require memorization, because a cent is 10−2 dollars.
.0.11 Nonmetric units
Nonmetric units in terms
1 inch
=
1 pound (lb)
=
1 scientific calorie
=
1 nutritional calorie =
1 gallon
=
1 horsepower
=

of metric ones:
25.4 mm (by definition)
4.5 newtons of force
4.18 J
4.18 × 103 J
3.78 × 103 cm3
746 W

The pound is a unit of force, so it converts to newtons, not kilograms. A one-kilogram mass at
the earth’s surface experiences a gravitational force of (1 kg)(9.8 m/s2 ) = 9.8 N = 2.2 lb. The
nutritional information on food packaging typically gives energies in units of calories, but those
so-called calories are really kilocalories.
Relationships among U.S. units:
1 foot (ft)
= 12 inches
1 yard (yd)
= 3 feet
1 mile (mi)
= 5280 feet
1 ounce (oz) = 1/16 pound
.0.12 The Greek alphabet
α
β
γ
δ

ζ
η
θ

A
B
Γ
∆
E
Z
H
Θ

alpha
beta
gamma
delta
epsilon
zeta
eta
theta

ι
κ
λ
µ
ν
ξ
o
π

I
K
Λ
M
N
Ξ
O
Π

iota
kappa
lambda
mu
nu
xi
omicron
pi

ρ
σ
τ
υ
φ
χ
ψ
ω

P
Σ
T
Y
Φ
X
Ψ
Ω

rho
sigma
tau
upsilon
phi
chi
psi
omega

.0.13 Subatomic particles
particle
electron
proton
neutron
neutrino

mass (kg)
9.109 × 10−31
1.673 × 10−27
1.675 × 10−27
∼ 10−39 kg ?

charge
−e
+e
0
0

radius (fm)
. 0.01
∼ 1.1
∼ 1.1
?

The radii of protons and neutrons can only be given approximately, since they have fuzzy
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surfaces. For comparison, a typical atom is about a million fm in radius.
.0.14 Earth, moon, and sun
body
earth
moon
sun

mass (kg)
5.97 × 1024
7.35 × 1022
1.99 × 1030

radius (km)
6.4 × 103
1.7 × 103
7.0 × 105

radius of orbit (km)
1.49 × 108
3.84 × 105
—

.0.15 The periodic table

.0.16 Atomic masses
These atomic masses are given in atomic mass units (u), where by definition the mass of
an atom of the isotope carbon-12 equals 12 u. One atomic mass unit is the same as about
1.66 × 10−27 kg. Data are only given for naturally occurring elements.
Ag
Al
Ar
As
Au
B
Ba
Be
Bi
Br
C
Ca
Ce
Cl
Co
Cr
Cs
Cu
Dy
Er
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107.9
27.0
39.9
74.9
197.0
10.8
137.3
9.0
209.0
79.9
12.0
40.1
140.1
35.5
58.9
52.0
132.9
63.5
162.5
167.3
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Eu
F
Fe
Ga
Gd
Ge
H
He
Hf
Hg
Ho
In
Ir
K
Kr
La
Li
Lu
Mg
Mn

152.0
19.0
55.8
69.7
157.2
72.6
1.0
4.0
178.5
200.6
164.9
114.8
192.2
39.1
83.8
138.9
6.9
175.0
24.3
54.9

Mo
N
Na
Nb
Nd
Ne
Ni
O
Os
P
Pb
Pd
Pt
Pr
Rb
Re
Rh
Ru
S
Sb

95.9
14.0
23.0
92.9
144.2
20.2
58.7
16.0
190.2
31.0
207.2
106.4
195.1
140.9
85.5
186.2
102.9
101.1
32.1
121.8

Sc
Se
Si
Sn
Sr
Ta
Tb
Te
Ti
Tl
Tm
U
V
W
Xe
Y
Yb
Zn
Zr

Appendix 5: Useful Data

45.0
79.0
28.1
118.7
87.6
180.9
158.9
127.6
47.9
204.4
168.9
238
50.9
183.8
131.3
88.9
173.0
65.4
91.2

Appendix 6: Summary
Notation and units are summarized on page 950.

Chapter 0, Introduction and Review, page 13
Physics is the use of the scientific method to study the behavior of light and matter. The
scientific method requires a cycle of theory and experiment, theories with both predictive and
explanatory value, and reproducible experiments.
The metric system is a simple, consistent framework for measurement built out of the meter,
the kilogram, and the second plus a set of prefixes denoting powers of ten. The most systematic
method for doing conversions is shown in the following example:

370 ms ×

10−3 s
= 0.37 s
1 ms

Mass is a measure of the amount of a substance. Mass can be defined gravitationally, by
comparing an object to a standard mass on a double-pan balance, or in terms of inertia, by
comparing the effect of a force on an object to the effect of the same force on a standard mass.
The two definitions are found experimentally to be proportional to each other to a high degree
of precision, so we usually refer simply to “mass,” without bothering to specify which type.
A force is that which can change the motion of an object. The metric unit of force is the
Newton, defined as the force required to accelerate a standard 1-kg mass from rest to a speed
of 1 m/s in 1 s.
Scientific notation means, for example, writing 3.2 × 105 rather than 320000.
Writing numbers with the correct number of significant figures correctly communicates how
accurate they are. As a rule of thumb, the final result of a calculation is no more accurate than,
and should have no more significant figures than, the least accurate piece of data.
Nature behaves differently on large and small scales. Galileo showed that this results fundamentally from the way area and volume scale. Area scales as the second power of length,
A ∝ L2 , while volume scales as length to the third power, V ∝ L3 .
An order of magnitude estimate is one in which we do not attempt or expect an exact answer.
The main reason why the uninitiated have trouble with order-of-magnitude estimates is that
the human brain does not intuitively make accurate estimates of area and volume. Estimates of
area and volume should be approached by first estimating linear dimensions, which one’s brain
has a feel for.
Velocity, dx/ dt, measures how fast an object is moving. Acceleration, d2 x/ dt2 , measures
how quickly its velocity is changing. For motion with constant acceleration, we have these useful

relations:
∆v
∆t
1 2
x = at + vo t + xo
2
vf2 = vo2 + 2a∆x
a=

Chapter 1, Conservation of Mass, page 55
Conservation laws are the foundation of physics. A conservation law states that a certain
quantity can be neither created nor destroyed; the total amount of it remains the same.
Mass is a conserved quantity in classical physics, i.e. physics before Einstein. This is
plausible, since we know that matter is composed of subatomic particles; if the particles are
neither created or destroyed, then it makes sense that the total mass will remain the same.
There are two ways of defining mass.
Gravitational mass is defined by measuring the effect of gravity on a particular object, and
comparing with some standard object, taking care to test both objects at a location where the
strength of gravity is the same.
Inertial mass is defined by measuring how much a particular object resists a change in its
state of motion. For instance, an object placed on the end of a spring will oscillate if the spring
is initially compressed, and a more massive object will take longer to complete one oscillation.
Inertial and gravitational mass are equivalent: experiments show to a very high degree of
precision that any two objects with the same inertial mass have the same gravitational mass as
well.
The definition of inertial mass depends on a correct but counterintuitive assumption: that
an object resists a change in its state of motion. Most people intuitively believe that motion
has a natural tendency to slow down. This cannot be correct as a general statement, because
“to slow down” is not a well-defined concept unless we specify what we are measuring motion
relative to. This insight is credited to Galileo, and the general principle of Galilean relativity
states that the laws of physics are the same in all inertial frames of reference. In other words,
there is no way to distinguish a moving frame of reference from one that is at rest. To establish
which frames of reference are inertial, we first must find one inertial frame in which objects
appear to obey Galilean relativity. The surface of the earth is an inertial frame to a reasonably
good approximation, and the frame of reference of the stars is an even better one. Once we have
found one inertial frame of reference, any other frame is inertial which is moving in a straight
line at constant velocity relative to the first one. For instance, if the surface of the earth is an
approximately inertial frame, then a train traveling in a straight line at constant speed is also
approximately an inertial frame.
The unit of mass is the kilogram, which, along with the meter and the second, forms the
basis for the SI system of units (also known as the mks system). A fundamental skill in science
is to know the definitions of the most common metric prefixes, which are summarized on page
951, and to be able to convert among them.
One consequence of Einstein’s theory of special relativity is that mass can be converted to
energy and energy to mass. This prediction has been verified amply by experiment. Thus the
conserved quantity is not really mass but rather the total “mass-energy,” m + E/c2 , where c is
the speed of light. Since the speed of light is a large number, the E/c2 term is ordinarily small
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in everyday life, which is why we can usually neglect it.

Chapter 2, Conservation of Energy, page 73
We observe that certain processes are physically impossible. For example, there is no process
that can heat up an object without using up fuel or having some other side effect such as cooling
a different object. We find that we can neatly separate the possible processes from the impossible
by defining a single numerical quantity, called energy, which is conserved. Energy comes in many
forms, such as heat, motion, sound, light, the energy required to melt a solid, and gravitational
energy (e.g. the energy that depends on the distance between a rock and the earth). Because
it has so many forms, we can arbitrarily choose one form, heat, in order to define a standard
unit for our numerical scale of energy. Energy is measured in units of joules (J), and one joule
can be defined as the amount of energy required in order to raise the termperature of a certain
amount of water by a certain number of degrees. (The numbers are not worth memorizing.)
Power is defined as the rate of change of energy P = dE/ dt, and the unit of power is the watt,
1 W = 1 J/s.
Once we have defined one type of energy numerically, we can perform experiments that establish the mathematical rules governing other types of energy. For example, in his paddlewheel
experiment, James Joule allowed weights to drop through a certain height and spin paddlewheels
inside sealed canisters of water, thereby heating the water through friction. Since in this book
we define the joule unit in terms of the temperature of water, we can think of the paddlewheel
experiment as establishing a rule for the gravitational energy of a mass which is at a certain
height,
dUg = mg dy,
where dUg is the infinitesimal change in the gravitational energy of a mass m when its height
is changed by an infinitesimal amount dy in the vertical direction. The quantity g is called
the gravitational field, and at the earth’s surface it has a numerical value of about 10 J/kg·m.
That is, about 10 joules of energy are required in order to raise a one-kilogram mass by one
meter. (The gravitational field g also has the interpretation that when we drop an object, its
acceleration, d2 y/ dt2 , is equal to g.)
Using similar techniques, we find that the energy of a moving object, called its kinetic energy,
is given by
1
K = mv 2 ,
2
where m is its mass and v its velocity. The proportionality factor equals 1/2 exactly by the
design of the SI system of units, and since the SI is based on the meter, the kilogram, and the
second, the joule is considered to be a derived unit, 1 J = 1 kg·m2 /s2 .
When the interaction energy U has a local maximum or minimum with respect to the position
of an object (dU/ dx = 0), then the object is in equilibrium at that position. For example, if
a weight is hanging from a rope, and is initially at rest at the bottom, then it must remain at
rest, because this is a position of minimum gravitational energy Ug ; to move, it would have to
increase both its kinetic and its gravitational energy, which would violate conservation of energy,
since the total energy would increase.
Since kinetic energy is independent of the direction of motion, conservation of energy is
often insufficient to predict the direction of an object’s motion. However, many of the physically
impossible motions can be ruled out by the trick of imposing conservation of energy in some other
frame of reference. By this device, we can solve the important problem of projectile motion: even
if the projectile has horizontal motion, we can imagine ourselves in a frame of reference in which
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we are moving along with the projectile horizontally. In this frame of reference, the projectile
has no horizontal motion, and its vertical motion has constant acceleration g. Switching back
to a frame of reference in which its horizontal velocity is not zero, we find that a projectile’s
horizontal and vertical motions are independent, and that the horizontal motion is at constant
velocity.
Even in one-dimensional motion, it is seldom possible to solve real-world problems and
predict the motion of an object in closed form. However, there are straightforward numerical
techniques for solving such problems.
From observations of the motion of the planets, we infer that the gravitational interaction
between any two objects is given by Ug = −Gm1 m2 /r, where r is the distance between them.
When the sizes of the objects are not small compared to their separation, the definition of r
becomes vague; for this reason, we should interpret this fundamentally as the law governing the
gravitational interactions between individual atoms. However, in the special case of a spherically
symmetric mass distribution, there is a shortcut: the shell theorem states that the gravitational
interaction between a spherically symmetric shell of mass and a particle on the outside of the
shell is the same as if the shell’s mass had all been concentrated at its center. An astronomical
body like the earth can be broken down into concentric shells of mass, and so its gravitational
interactions with external objects can also be calculated simply by using the center-to-center
distance.
Energy appears to come in a bewildering variety of forms, but matter is made of atoms, and
thus if we restrict ourselves to the study of mechanical systems (containing material objects,
not light), all the forms of energy we observe must be explainable in terms of the behabior and
interactions of atoms. Indeed, at the atomic level the picture is much simpler. Fundamentally,
all the familiar forms of mechanical energy arise from either the kinetic energy of atoms or the
energy they have because they interact with each other via gravitational or electrical forces. For
example, when we stretch a spring, we distort the latticework of atoms in the metal, and this
change in the interatomic distances involves an increase in the atoms’ electrical energies.
An equilibrium is a local minimum of U (x), and up close, any minimum looks like a parabola.
Therefore, small oscillations around an equilibrium exhibit universal behavior, which depends
only on the object’s mass, m, and on the tightness of curvature of the minimum, parametrized
by the quantity p
k = d2 U/ dx2 . The oscillations are sinusoidal as a function of time, and the
period is T = 2π m/k, independent of amplitude. When oscillations are small enough for these
statements to be good approximations, we refer to them the oscillations as simple harmonic.

Chapter 3, Conservation of Momentum, page 129
Since the kinetic energy of a material object depends on v 2 , it isn’t obvious that conservation
of energy is consistent with Galilean relativity. Even if a certain mechanical system conserves
energy in one frame of reference, the velocities involved will be different as measured in another
frame, and therefore so will the kinetic energies. It turns out that consistency is achieved only
if there is a new conservation law, conservation of momentum,
p = mv.
In one dimension, the direction of motion is described using positive and negative signs of
the velocity v, and since mass is always positive, the momentum carries the same sign. Thus
conservation of momentum, unlike conservation of energy, makes direct predictions about the
direction of motion. Although this line of argument was based on the assumption of a mechanical
system, momentum need not be mechanical. Light has momentum.
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A moving object’s momentum equals the sum of the momenta of all its atoms. To avoid
having to carry out this sum, we can use the concept of the center of mass. The center of mass
can be defined as a kind of weighted average of the positions of all the atoms in the object,
P
m j xj
xcm = P
,
mj
and although the definition does involve a sum, we can often locate the center of mass by
symmetry or by physically determining an object’s balance point. The total momentum of the
object is then given by
ptotal = mtotal vcm .
The rate of transfer of momentum is called force, F = dp/ dt, and is measured in units of
newtons, 1 N = 1 kg·m/s2 . As a direct consequence of conservation of momentum, we have the
following statements, known as Newton’s laws of motion:
If the total force on an object is zero, it remains in the same state of motion.
F = dp/ dt
Forces always come in pairs: if object A exerts a force on object B, then object B exerts
a force on object A which is the same strength, but in the opposite direction.
Although the fundamental forces at the atomic level are gravity, electromagnetism, and
nuclear forces, we use a different and more practical classification scheme in everyday situations.
In this scheme, the forces between solid objects are described as follows:
A normal force, Fn , is perpendicular to the surface of contact, and prevents
objects from passing through each other by becoming
as strong as necessary (up to the point where the objects break). “Normal” means perpendicular.
Static friction, Fs ,
is parallel to the surface of contact, and prevents the
surfaces from starting to slip by becoming as strong as
necessary, up to a maximum value of Fs,max . “Static”
means not moving, i.e. not slipping.
Kinetic friction, Fk , is parallel to the surface of contact, and tends to slow
down any slippage once it starts. “Kinetic” means
moving, i.e. slipping.
Work is defined as the transfer of energy by a force. (“By a force” is meant to exclude energy
transfer by heat conduction.) The work theorem states that when a force occurs at a single point
of contact, the amount of energy transferred by that force is given by dW = F · dx, where dx is
the distance traveled by the point of contact. The kinetic energy theorem is dKcm = Ftotal ·dxcm ,
2 , an object possesses due to the motion of
where dKcm is the change in the energy, (1/2)mvcm
its center of mass, Ftotal is the total force acting on the object, and dxcm is the distance traveled
by the center of mass.
The relationship between force and interaction energy is U = − dF/ dx. Any interaction can
be described either by giving the force as a function of distance or the interaction energy as a
function of distance; the other quantity can then be found by integration or differentiation.
An oscillator subject to friction will, if left to itself, suffer a gradual decrease in the amplitude
of its motion as mechanical energy is transformed into heat. The quality factor , Q, is defined as
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the number of oscillations required for the mechanical energy to fall off by a factor of e2π ≈ 535.
To maintain an oscillation indefinitely, an external force must do work to replace this energy.
We assume for mathematical simplicity that the external force varies sinusoidally with time,
F = Fm sin ωt. If this force is applied for a long time, the motion approaches a steady state,
in which the oscillator’s motion is sinusoidal, matching the driving force in frequency but not
in phase. The amplitude of this steady-state motion, A, exhibits the phenomenon of resonance:
the amplitude is maximized at a driving frequency which, for large Q, is essentially the same
as the natural
frequency of the free vibrations, ωf (and for large Q this is also nearly the same
p
as ωo = k/m). When the energy of the steady-state oscillations is graphed as a function of
frequency, both the height and the width of the resonance peak depend on Q. The peak is taller
for greater Q, and its full width at half-maximum is ∆ω ≈ ωo /Q. For small values of Q, all
these approximations become worse, and at Q < 1/2 qualitatively different behavior sets in.
For three-dimensional motion, a moving object’s motion can be described by three different
velocities, vx = dx/ dt, and similarly for vy and vz . Thus conservation of momentum becomes
three different conservation laws: conservation of px = mvx , and so on. The principle of
rotational invariance says that the laws of physics are the same regardless of how we change
the orientation of our laboratory: there is no preferred direction in space. As a consequence of
this, no matter how we choose our x, y, and z coordinate axes, we will still have conservation of
px , py , and pz . To simplify notation, we define a momentum vector, p, which is a single symbol
that stands for all the momentum information contained in the components px , py , and pz . The
concept of a vector is more general than its application to the momentum: any quantity that
has a direction in space is considered a vector, as opposed to a scalar like time or temperature.
The following table summarizes some vector operations.
operation
definition
q
|vector|

vector + vector
vector − vector
vector · scalar
vector / scalar
Differentiation and

vectorx2 + vectory2 + vectorz2

Add component by component.
Subtract component by component.
Multiply each component by the scalar.
Divide each component by the scalar.
integration of vectors is defined component by component.

There is only one meaningful (rotationally invariant) way of defining a multiplication of
vectors whose result is a scalar, and it is known as the vector dot product:
b · c = bx cx + by cy + bz cz
= |b| |c| cos θbc .
The dot product has most of the usual properties associated with multiplication, except that
there is no “dot division.”

Chapter 4, Conservation of Angular Momentum, page 245
Angular momentum is a conserved quantity. For motion confined to a plane, the angular momentum of a material particle is
L = mv⊥ r,
where r is the particle’s distance from the point chosen as the axis, and v⊥ is the component
of its velocity vector that is perpendicular to the line connecting the particle to the axis. The
choice of axis is arbitrary. In a plane, only two directions of rotation are possible, clockwise and
counterclockwise. One of these is considered negative and the other positive. Geometrically,
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angular momentum is related to rate at which area is swept out by the line segment connecting
the particle to the axis.
Torque is the rate of change of angular momentum, τ = dL/ dt. The torque created by a
given force can be calculated using any of the relations
τ = rF sin θrF
= rF⊥
= r⊥ F,
where the subscript ⊥ indicates a component perpendicular to the line connecting the axis to
the point of application of the force.
In the special case of a rigid body rotating in a single plane, we define
ω=

dθ
dt

α=

dω
,
dt

[angular velocity]

and
[angular acceleration]

in terms of which we have
L = Iω
and
τ = Iα,
where the moment of inertia, I, is defined as
X
I=
mi ri2 ,
summing over all the atoms in the object (or using calculus to perform a continuous sum, i.e.
an integral). The relationship between the angular quantities and the linear ones is
vt = ωr

[tangential velocity of a point]

vr = 0

[radial velocity of a point]

at = αr.

[radial acceleration of a point]
at a distance r from the axis]

2

ar = ω r

[radial acceleration of a point]
at a distance r from the axis]

In three dimensions, torque and angular momentum are vectors, and are expressed in terms of
the vector cross product, which is the only rotationally invariant way of defining a multiplication
of two vectors that produces a third vector:
L=r×p
τ =r×F
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In general, the cross product of vectors b and c has magnitude
|b × c| = |b| |c| sin θbc ,
which can be interpreted geometrically as the area of the parallelogram formed by the two
vectors when they are placed tail-to-tail. The direction of the cross product lies along the line
which is perpendicular to both vectors; of the two such directions, we choose the one that is
right-handed, in the sense that if we point the fingers of the flattened right hand along b, then
bend the knuckles to point the fingers along c, the thumb gives the direction of b × c. In terms
of components, the cross product is
(b × c)x = by cz − cy bz
(b × c)y = bz cx − cz bx
(b × c)z = bx cy − cx by
The cross product has the disconcerting properties
a × b = −b × a

[noncommutative]

and
a × (b × c) 6= (a × b) × c

[nonassociative],

and there is no “cross-division.”
For rigid-body rotation in three dimensions, we define an angular velocity vector ω, which
lies along the axis of rotation and bears a right-hand relationship to it. Except in special cases,
there is no scalar moment of inertia for which L = Iω; the moment of inertia must be expressed
as a matrix.

Chapter 5, Thermodynamics, page 299
A fluid is any gas or liquid, but not a solid; fluids do not exhibit shear forces. A fluid in equilibrium exerts a force on any surface which is proportional to the surface’s area and perpendicular
to the surface. We can therefore define a quantity called the pressure, P , which is ratio of force
to area,
F⊥
P =
,
A
where the subscript ⊥ indicates the component of the fluid’s force which is perpendicular to the
surface.
Usually it is only the difference in pressure between the two sides of a surface that is physically
significant. Pressure doesn’t just “press down” on things; air pressure upward under your chin
is the same as air pressure downward on your shoulders. In a fluid acted on by gravity, pressure
varies with depth according to the equation
dP = −ρg · dy.
This equation is only valid if the fluid is in equilibrium, and if g and r are constant with respect
to height.
Temperature can be defined according to the volume of an ideal gas under conditions of
standard pressure. The Kelvin scale of temperature used throughout this book equals zero at
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absolute zero, the temperature at which all random molecular motion ceases, and equals 273 K
at the freezing point of water. We can get away with using the Celsius scale as long as we are
only interested in temperature differences; a difference of 1 degree C is the same as a difference
of 1 degree K.
It is an observed fact that ideal gases obey the ideal gas law ,
P V = nkT,
and this equation can be explained by the kinetic theory of heat, which states that the gas
experts pressure on its container because its molecules are constantly in motion. In the kinetic
theory of heat, the temperature of a gas is proportional to the average energy per molecule.
Not all the heat energy in an object can be extracted to do mechanical work. We therefore
describe heat as a lower grade of energy than other forms of energy. Entropy is a measure of
how much of a system’s energy is inaccessible to being extracted, even by the most efficient heat
engine; a high entropy corresponds to a low grade of energy. The change in a system’s entropy
when heat Q is deposited into it is
Q
∆S = .
T
The efficiency of any heat engine is defined as
efficiency =

energy we get in useful form
,
energy we pay for

and the efficiency of a Carnot engine, the most efficient of all, is
efficiency = 1 −

TL
.
TH

These results are all closely related. For instance, example 11 on page 314 uses ∆S = Q/T and
efficiency = 1 − TL /TH to show that a Carnot engine doesn’t change the entropy of the universe.
Fundamentally, entropy is defined as the being proportional to the natural logarithm of
the number of states available to a system, and the above equation then serves as a definition
of temperature. The entropy of a closed system always increases; this is the second law of
thermodynamics.

Chapter 6, Waves, page 341
Wave motion differs in three important ways from the motion of material objects:
Waves obey the principle of superposition. When two waves collide, they simply add
together.
The medium is not transported along with the wave. The motion of any given point in
the medium is a vibration about its equilibrium location, not a steady forward motion.
The velocity of a wave depends on the medium, not on the amount of energy in the wave.
(For some types of waves, notably water waves, the velocity may also depend on the shape
of the wave.)
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Sound waves consist of increases and decreases (typically very small ones) in the density of
the air. Light is a wave, but it is a vibration of electric and magnetic fields, not of any physical
medium. Light can travel through a vacuum.
A periodic wave is one that creates a periodic motion in a receiver as it passes it. Such
a wave has a well-defined period and frequency, and it will also have a wavelength, which is
the distance in space between repetitions of the wave pattern. The velocity, frequency, and
wavelength of a periodic wave are related by the equation
v = f λ.
A wave emitted by a moving source will undergo a Doppler shift in wavelength and frequency.
The shifted wavelength is given by the equation

u
λ0 = 1 −
λ,
v
where v is the velocity of the waves and u is the velocity of the source, taken to be positive
or negative so as to produce a Doppler-lengthened wavelength if the source is receding and a
Doppler-shortened one if it approaches. A similar shift occurs if the observer is moving, and
in general the Doppler shift depends approximately only on the relative motion of the source
and observer if their velocities are both small compared to the waves’ velocity. (This is not just
approximately but exactly true for light waves, as required by Einstein’s theory of relativity.)
Whenever a wave encounters the boundary between two media in which its speeds are
different, part of the wave is reflected and part is transmitted. The reflection is always reversed
front-to-back, but may also be inverted in amplitude. Whether the reflection is inverted depends
on how the wave speeds in the two media compare, e.g. a wave on a string is uninverted when it
is reflected back into a segment of string where its speed is lower. The greater the difference in
wave speed between the two media, the greater the fraction of the wave energy that is reflected.
Surprisingly, a wave in a dense material like wood will be strongly reflected back into the wood
at a wood-air boundary.
A one-dimensional wave confined by highly reflective boundaries on two sides will display
motion which is periodic. For example, if both reflections are inverting, the wave will have a
period equal to twice the time required to traverse the region, or to that time divided by an
integer. An important special case is a sinusoidal wave; in this case, the wave forms a stationary
pattern composed of a superposition of sine waves moving in opposite direction.

Chapter 7, Relativity, page 383
Experiments show that space and time do not have the properties claimed by Galileo and
Newton. Time and space as seen by one observer are distorted compared to another observer’s
perceptions if they are moving relative to each other. This distortion is quantified by the factor
1
γ=q
1−

v2
c2

,

where v is the relative velocity of the two observers, and c is a universal velocity that is the same
in all frames of reference. Light travels at c. A clock appears to run fastest to an observer who
is not in motion relative to it, and appears to run too slowly by a factor of γ to an observer who
has a velocity v relative to the clock. Similarly, a meter-stick appears longest to an observer
who sees it at rest, and appears shorter to other observers. Time and space are relative, not
absolute. In particular, there is no well-defined concept of simultaneity.
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All of these strange effects, however, are very small when the relative velocities are small
compared to c. This makes sense, because Newton’s laws have already been thoroughly tested
by experiments at such speeds, so a new theory like relativity must agree with the old one in
their realm of common applicability. This requirement of backwards-compatibility is known as
the correspondence principle.
Relativity has implications not just for time and space but also for the objects that inhabit
time and space. The correct relativistic equation for momentum is
p = mγv,
which is similar to the classical p = mv at low velocities, where γ ≈ 1, but diverges from it
more and more at velocities that approach c. Since γ becomes infinite at v = c, an infinite force
would be required in order to give a material object enough momentum to move at the speed of
light. In other words, material objects can only move at speeds lower than c. Relativistically,
mass and energy are not separately conserved. Mass and energy are two aspects of the same
phenomenon, known as mass-energy, and they can be converted to one another according to the
equation
E = mc2 .
The mass-energy of a moving object is E = mγc2 . When an object is at rest, γ = 1, and the
mass-energy is simply the energy-equivalent of its mass, mc2 . When an object is in motion, the
excess mass-energy, in addition to the mc2 , can be interpreted as its kinetic energy.

Chapter 8, Atoms and Electromagnetism, page 457
All the forces we encounter in everyday life boil down to two basic types: gravitational forces
and electrical forces. A force such as friction or a “sticky force” arises from electrical forces
between individual atoms.
Just as we use the word mass to describe how strongly an object participates in gravitational
forces, we use the word charge for the intensity of its electrical forces. There are two types of
charge. Two charges of the same type repel each other, but objects whose charges are different
attract each other. Charge is measured in units of coulombs (C).
Mobile charged particle model: A great many phenomena are easily understood if we imagine
matter as containing two types of charged particles, which are at least partially able to move
around.
Positive and negative charge: Ordinary objects that have not been specially prepared have
both types of charge spread evenly throughout them in equal amounts. The object will then
tend not to exert electrical forces on any other object, since any attraction due to one type of
charge will be balanced by an equal repulsion from the other. (We say “tend not to” because
bringing the object near an object with unbalanced amounts of charge could cause its charges
to separate from each other, and the force would no longer cancel due to the unequal distances.)
It therefore makes sense to describe the two types of charge using positive and negative signs,
so that an unprepared object will have zero total charge.
The Coulomb force law states that the magnitude of the electrical force between two charged
particles is given by
k|q1 ||q2 |
|F | =
.
r2
Conservation of charge: An even more fundamental reason for using positive and negative
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signs for charge is that with this definition the total charge of a closed system is a conserved
quantity.
Quantization of charge: Millikan’s oil drop experiment showed that the total charge of an
object could only be an integer multiple of a basic unit of charge, e. This supported the idea
the the “flow” of electrical charge was the motion of tiny particles rather than the motion of
some sort of mysterious electrical fluid.
Einstein’s analysis of Brownian motion was the first definitive proof of the existence of
atoms. Thomson’s experiments with vacuum tubes demonstrated the existence of a new type of
microscopic particle with a very small ratio of mass to charge. Thomson correctly interpreted
these as building blocks of matter even smaller than atoms: the first discovery of subatomic
particles. These particles are called electrons.
The above experimental evidence led to the first useful model of the interior structure of
atoms, called the raisin cookie model. In the raisin cookie model, an atom consists of a relatively
large, massive, positively charged sphere with a certain number of negatively charged electrons
embedded in it.
Rutherford and Marsden observed that some alpha particles from a beam striking a thin
gold foil came back at angles up to 180 degrees. This could not be explained in the then-favored
raisin-cookie model of the atom, and led to the adoption of the planetary model of the atom, in
which the electrons orbit a tiny, positively-charged nucleus. Further experiments showed that
the nucleus itself was a cluster of positively-charged protons and uncharged neutrons.
Radioactive nuclei are those that can release energy. The most common types of radioactivity
are alpha decay (the emission of a helium nucleus), beta decay (the transformation of a neutron
into a proton or vice-versa), and gamma decay (the emission of a type of very-high-frequency
light). Stars are powered by nuclear fusion reactions, in which two light nuclei collide and form
a bigger nucleus, with the release of energy.
Human exposure to ionizing radiation is measured in units of millirem. The typical person
is exposed to about 100 mrem worth of natural background radiation per year.

Chapter 9, DC Circuits, page 513
All electrical phenomena are alike in that that arise from the presence or motion of charge. Most
practical electrical devices are based on the motion of charge around a complete circuit, so that
the charge can be recycled and does not hit any dead ends. The most useful measure of the flow
of charge is current,
dq
I=
.
dt
An electrical device whose job is to transform energy from one form into another, e.g. a lightbulb,
uses power at a rate which depends both on how rapidly charge is flowing through it and on how
much work is done on each unit of charge. The latter quantity is known as the voltage difference
between the point where the current enters the device and the point where the current leaves it.
Since there is a type of electrical energy associated with electrical forces, the amount of work
they do is equal to the difference in potential energy between the two points, and we therefore
define voltage differences directly in terms of electrical energy,
∆V =

∆Uelec
.
q

The rate of power dissipation is
P = I∆V .
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Many important electrical phenomena can only be explained if we understand the mechanisms of current flow at the atomic level. In metals, currents are carried by electrons, in liquids
by ions. Gases are normally poor conductors unless their atoms are subjected to such intense
electrical forces that the atoms become ionized.
Many substances, including all solids, respond to electrical forces in such a way that the
flow of current between two points is proportional to the voltage difference between those points
(assuming the voltage difference is small). Such a substance is called ohmic, and an object made
out of an ohmic substance can be rated in terms of its resistance,
R=

∆V
I

An important corollary is that a perfect conductor, with R = 0, must have constant voltage
everywhere within it.
A schematic is a drawing of a circuit that standardizes and stylizes its features to make it
easier to understand. Any circuit can be broken down into smaller parts. For instance, one big
circuit may be understood as two small circuits in series, another as three circuits in parallel.
When circuit elements are combined in parallel and in series, we have two basic rules to guide
us in understanding how the parts function as a whole:
The junction rule: In any circuit that is not storing or releasing charge, conservation of
charge implies that the total current flowing out of any junction must be the same as the
total flowing in.
The loop rule: Assuming the standard convention for plus and minus signs, the sum of
the voltage drops around any closed loop in a circuit must be zero.
The simplest application of these rules is to pairs of resistors combined in series or parallel.
In such cases, the pair of resistors acts just like a single unit with a certain resistance value, called
their equivalent resistance. Resistances in series add to produce a larger equivalent resistance,
R = R1 + R2 ,
because the current has to fight its way through both resistances. Parallel resistors combine to
produce an equivalent resistance that is smaller than either individual resistance,
1
1
1
=
+
,
R
R1 R2
because the current has two different paths open to it.
An important example of resistances in parallel and series is the use of voltmeters and
ammeters in resistive circuits. A voltmeter acts as a large resistance in parallel with the resistor
across which the voltage drop is being measured. The fact that its resistance is not infinite
means that it alters the circuit it is being used to investigate, producing a lower equivalent
resistance. An ammeter acts as a small resistance in series with the circuit through which the
current is to be determined. Its resistance is not quite zero, which leads to an increase in the
resistance of the circuit being tested.

Chapter 10, Fields, page 561
Newton conceived of a universe where forces reached across space instantaneously, but we now
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know that there is a delay in time before a change in the configuration of mass and charge in
one corner of the universe will make itself felt as a change in the forces experienced far away.
We imagine the outward spread of such a change as a ripple in an invisible universe-filling field
of force.
As an alternative to our earlier energy-based definition, we can define the gravitational field
at a given point as the force per unit mass exerted on objects inserted at that point, and likewise
the electric field is defined as the force per unit charge. These fields are vectors, and the fields
generated by multiple sources add according to the rules of vector addition.
The relationship between the electric field and the voltage is
∂V
= −Ex
∂x
∂V
= −Ey
∂y
∂V
= −Ez ,
∂z
which can be notated more compactly as a gradient,
E = −∇V .
Fields of force contain energy, and the density of energy is proportional to the square of the
magnitude of the field,
1 2
g dv
8πG
1 2
dUe =
E dv
8πk
dUm ∝ B 2 dv
dUg = −

The equation for the energy stored in the magnetic field is given explicitly in the next chapter;
for now, we only need the fact that it behaves in the same general way as the first two equations:
the energy density is proportional to the square of the field. In the case of static electric fields,
we can calculate potential energy either using the previous definition in terms of mechanical
work or by calculating the energy stored in the fields. If the fields are not static, the old method
gives incorrect results and the new one must be used.
Capacitance, C, and inductance, L, are defined as
UC =

1 2
q
2C

UL =

L 2
I ,
2

and

measured in units of farads and henries, respectively. The voltage across a capacitor or inductor
is given by
VC =
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q
C

or
|VL | = L

dI
.
dt

In the equation for the inductor, the direction of the voltage drop (plus or minus sign) is such
that the inductor resists the change in current. Although the equation for the voltage across
an inductor follows directly from fundamental arguments concerning the energy stored in the
magnetic field, the result is a surprise: the voltage drop implies the existence of electric fields
which are not created by charges. This is an induced electric field, discussed in more detail in
the next chapter.
A series LRC circuit exhibits oscillation, and, if driven by an external voltage, resonates.
The Q of the circuit relates to the resistance value. For large Q, the resonant frequency is
ω≈√

1
.
LC

A series RC or RL circuit exhibits exponential decay,


t
q = qo exp −
RC
or


R
I = Io exp − t ,
L
and the quantity RC or L/R is known as the time constant.
When driven by a sinusoidal AC voltage with amplitude Ṽ , a capacitor, resistor, or inductor
responds with a current having amplitude
Ṽ
I˜ = ,
Z
where the impedance, Z, is a frequency-dependent quantity having units of ohms. In a capacitor,
the current has a phase that is 90◦ ahead of the voltage, while in an inductor the current is
90◦ behind. We can represent these phase relationships by defining the impedances as complex
numbers:
ZC = −

i
ωC

ZR = R
ZL = iωL
The arguments of the complex impedances are to be interpreted as phase relationships between
the oscillating voltages and currents. The complex impedances defined in this way combine in
series and parallel according to the same rules as resistances.
When a voltage source is driving a load through a transmission line, the maximum power is
delivered to the load when the impedances of the line and the load are matched.
Gauss’ law states that for any region of space, the flux through the surface,
X
Φ=
Ej · A j ,
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is related by
Φ = 4πkqin
to the charge enclosed within the surface.

Chapter 11, Electromagnetism, page 651
Relativity implies that there must be an interaction between moving charges and other moving
charges. This magnetic interaction is in addition to the usual electrical one. The magnetic field
can be defined in terms of the magnetic force exerted on a test charge,
F = qv × B,
or, alternatively, in terms of the torque on a magnetic test dipole,
|B| =

τ
,
|mt | sin θ

where θ is the angle between the dipole vector and the field. The magnetic dipole moment m of
a loop of current has magnitude m = IA, and is in the (right-handed) direction perpendicular
to the loop.
The magnetic field has no sources or sinks. Gauss’ law for magnetism is
ΦB = 0.
The external magnetic field of a long, straight wire is
B=

2kI
,
c2 R

forming a right-handed circular pattern around the wire.
The energy of the magnetic field is
dUm =

c2 2
B dv.
8πk

The magnetic field resulting from a set of currents can be computed by finding a set of
dipoles that combine to give those currents. The field of a dipole is
 −3
km
2
3
cos
θ
−
1
r
c2
km
BR = 2 (3 sin θ cos θ) r−3 ,
c
Bz =

which reduces to Bz = km/c2 r3 in the plane perpendicular to the dipole moment. By constructing a current loop out of dipoles, one can prove the Biot-Savart law,
dB =

kI d` × r
,
c2 r3

which gives the field when we integrate over a closed current loop. All of this is valid only for
static magnetic fields.
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Ampère’s law is another way of relating static magnetic fields to the static currents that
created them, and it is more easily extended to nonstatic fields than is the Biot-Savart law.
Ampère’s law states that the circulation of the magnetic field,
X
ΓB =
sj · Bj ,
around the edge of a surface is related to the current Ithrough passing through the surface,
Γ=

4πk
Ithrough .
c2

In the general nonstatic case, the fundamental laws of physics governing electric and magnetic
fields are Maxwell’s equations, which state that for any closed surface, the fluxes through the
surface are
ΦE = 4πkqin

and

ΦB = 0.
For any surface that is not closed, the circulations around the edges of the surface are given by
∂ΦB
and
∂t
∂ΦE
c2 ΓB =
+ 4πkIthrough .
∂t
ΓE = −

The most important result of Maxwell’s equations is the existence of electromagnetic waves
which propagate at the velocity of light — that’s what light is. The waves are transverse, and
the electric and magnetic fields are perpendicular to each other. There are no purely electric or
purely magnetic waves; their amplitudes are always related to one another by B = E/c. They
propagate in the right-handed direction given by the cross product E × B, and carry momentum
p = U/c.
A complete statement of Maxwell’s equations in the presence of electric and magnetic materials is as follows:
ΦD = qfree
ΦB = 0
dΦB
dt
dΦD
=
+ Ifree ,
dt

ΓE = −
ΓH

where the auxiliary fields D and H are defined as
D = E
B
H= ,
µ

and

and  and µ are the permittivity and permeability of the substance.

Chapter 12, Optics, page 737
The ray model of light: We can understand many phenomena involving light without having
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to use sophisticated models such as the wave model or the particle model. Instead, we simply
describe light according to the path it takes, which we call a ray. The ray model of light is useful
when light is interacting with material objects that are much larger than a wavelength of light.
Since a wavelength of visible light is so short compared to the human scale of existence, the ray
model is useful in many practical cases.
A smooth surface produces specular reflection, in which the reflected ray exits at the same
angle with respect to the normal as that of the incoming ray. A rough surface gives diffuse
reflection, where a single ray of light is divided up into many weaker reflected rays going in
many directions.
Images: A large class of optical devices, including lenses and flat and curved mirrors, operates
by bending light rays to form an image. A real image is one for which the rays actually cross at
each point of the image. A virtual image, such as the one formed behind a flat mirror, is one
for which the rays only appear to have crossed at a point on the image. A real image can be
projected onto a screen; a virtual one cannot.
Mirrors and lenses will generally make an image that is either smaller than or larger than the
original object. The scaling factor is called the magnification. In many situations, the angular
magnification is more important than the actual magnification.
Every lens or mirror has a property called the focal length, which is defined as the distance
from the lens or mirror to the image it forms of an object that is infinitely far away. A stronger
lens or mirror has a shorter focal length.
Locating images: The relationship between the locations of an object and its image formed
by a lens or mirror can always be expressed by equations of the form
θf = ±θi ± θo
1
1
1
=± ± .
f
di do
The choice of plus and minus signs depends on whether we are dealing with a lens or a mirror,
whether the lens or mirror is converging or diverging, and whether the image is real or virtual.
A method for determining the plus and minus signs is as follows:
1. Use ray diagrams to decide whether θi and θo vary in the same way or in opposite ways.
Based on this, decide whether the two signs in the equation are the same or opposite. If
the signs are opposite, go on to step 2 to determine which is positive and which is negative.
2. If the signs are opposite, we need to decide which is the positive one and which is the
negative. Since the focal angle is never negative, the smaller angle must be the one with
a minus sign.
Once the correct form of the equation has been determined, the magnification can be found
via the equation
di
M= .
do
This equation expresses the idea that the entire image-world is shrunk consistently in all three
dimensions.
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Refraction: Refraction is a change in direction that occurs when a wave encounters the
interface between two media. Together, refraction and reflection account for the basic principles
behind nearly all optical devices.
Snell discovered the equation for refraction,
n1 sin θ1 = n2 sin θ2 ,
[angles measured with respect to the normal]
through experiments with light rays, long before light was proven to be a wave. Snell’s law can
be proven based on the geometrical behavior of waves. Here n is the index of refraction. Snell
invented this quantity to describe the refractive properties of various substances, but it was later
found to be related to the speed of light in the substance,
n=

c
,
v

where c is the speed of light in a vacuum. In general a material’s index of refraction is different
for different wavelengths of light. Total internal reflection occurs when there is no angle that
satisfies Snell’s law.
Wave optics: Wave optics is a more general theory of light than ray optics. When light
interacts with material objects that are much larger then one wavelength of the light, the ray
model of light is approximately correct, but in other cases the wave model is required.
Huygens’ principle states that, given a wavefront at one moment in time, the future behavior
of the wave can be found by breaking the wavefront up into a large number of small, side-by-side
wave peaks, each of which then creates a pattern of circular or spherical ripples. As these sets
of ripples add together, the wave evolves and moves through space. Since Huygens’ principle is
a purely geometrical construction, diffraction effects obey a simple scaling rule: the behavior is
unchanged if the wavelength and the dimensions of the diffracting objects are both scaled up
or down by the same factor. If we wish to predict the angles at which various features of the
diffraction pattern radiate out, scaling requires that these angles depend only on the unitless
ratio λ/d, where d is the size of some feature of the diffracting object.
Double-slit diffraction is easily analyzed using Huygens’ principle if the slits are narrower
than one wavelength. We need only construct two sets of ripples, one spreading out from each
slit. The angles of the maxima (brightest points in the bright fringes) and minima (darkest
points in the dark fringes) are given by the equation
λ
sin θ
=
,
d
m
where d is the center-to-center spacing of the slits, and m is an integer at a maximum or an
integer plus 1/2 at a minimum.
If some feature of a diffracting object is repeated, the diffraction fringes remain in the same
places, but become narrower with each repetition. By repeating a double-slit pattern hundreds
or thousands of times, we obtain a diffraction grating.
A single slit can produce diffraction fringes if it is larger than one wavelength. Many practical
instances of diffraction can be interpreted as single-slit diffraction, e.g., diffraction in telescopes.
The main thing to realize about single-slit diffraction is that it exhibits the same kind of relationship between λ, d, and angles of fringes as in any other type of diffraction.
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Chapter 13, Quantum Physics, page 827
Quantum physics differs from classical physics in many ways, the most dramatic of which is
that certain processes at the atomic level, such as radioactive decay, are random rather than
deterministic. There is a method to the madness, however: quantum physics still rules out any
process that violates conservation laws, and it also offers methods for calculating probabilities
numerically. The most important of these generic methods is the law of independent probabilities, which states that if two random events are not related in any way, then the probability
that they will both occur equals the product of the two probabilities,
probability of A and B
=

PA PB

[if A and B are independent].

When discussing a random variable x that can take on a continuous range of values, we cannot
assign any finite probability to any particular value. Instead, we define the probability distribution D(x), defined so that its integral over some range of x gives the probability of that
range.
In radioactive decay, the time that a radioactive atom has a 50% chance of surviving is called
the half-life, t1/2 . The probability of surviving for two half-lives is (1/2)(1/2) = 1/4, and so on.
In general, the probability of surviving a time t is given by
Psurv (t) = 0.5t/t1/2 .
Related quantities such as the rate of decay and probability distribution for the time of decay
are given by the same type of exponential function, but multiplied by certain constant factors.
Around the turn of the twentieth century, experiments began to show problems with the
classical wave theory of light. In any experiment sensitive enough to detect very small amounts
of light energy, it becomes clear that light energy cannot be divided into chunks smaller than a
certain amount. Measurements involving the photoelectric effect demonstrate that this smallest
unit of light energy equals hf , where f is the frequency of the light and h is a number known
as Planck’s constant. We say that light energy is quantized in units of hf , and we interpret this
quantization as evidence that light has particle properties as well as wave properties. Particles
of light are called photons.
The only method of reconciling the wave and particle natures of light that has stood the test
of experiment is the probability interpretation: the probability that the particle is at a given
location is proportional to the square of the amplitude of the wave at that location.
One important consequence of wave-particle duality is that we must abandon the concept
of the path the particle takes through space. To hold on to this concept, we would have
to contradict the well established wave nature of light, since a wave can spread out in every
direction simultaneously.
Light is both a particle and a wave. Matter is both a particle and a wave. The equations
that connect the particle and wave properties are the same in all cases:
E = hf
p = h/λ
Unlike the electric and magnetic fields that make up a photon-wave, the electron wavefunction
is not directly measurable. Only the square of the wavefunction, which relates to probability,
has direct physical significance.
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A particle that is bound within a certain region of space is a standing wave in terms of
quantum physics. The two equations above can then be applied to the standing wave to yield
some important general observations about bound particles:
1. The particle’s energy is quantized (can only have certain values).
2. The particle has a minimum energy.
3. The smaller the space in which the particle is confined, the higher its kinetic energy must
be.
These immediately resolve the difficulties that classical physics had encountered in explaining
observations such as the discrete spectra of atoms, the fact that atoms don’t collapse by radiating
away their energy, and the formation of chemical bonds.
A standing wave confined to a small space must have a short wavelength, which corresponds
to a large momentum in quantum physics. Since a standing wave consists of a superposition
of two traveling waves moving in opposite directions, this large momentum should actually be
interpreted as an equal mixture of two possible momenta: a large momentum to the left, or a
large momentum to the right. Thus it is not possible for a quantum wave-particle to be confined
to a small space without making its momentum very uncertain. In general, the Heisenberg
uncertainty principle states that it is not possible to know the position and momentum of a
particle simultaneously with perfect accuracy. The uncertainties in these two quantities must
satisfy the approximate inequality
∆p∆x & h.
When an electron is subjected to electric forces, its wavelength cannot be constant. The
“wavelength” to be used in the equation p = h/λ should be thought of as the wavelength of the
sine wave that most closely approximates the curvature of the wavefunction at a specific point.
Infinite curvature is not physically possible, so realistic wavefunctions cannot have kinks in
them, and cannot just cut off abruptly at the edge of a region where the particle’s energy would
be insufficient to penetrate according to classical physics. Instead, the wavefunction “tails off”
in the classically forbidden region, and as a consequence it is possible for particles to “tunnel”
through regions where according to classical physics they should not be able to penetrate. If
this quantum tunneling effect did not exist, there would be no fusion reactions to power our
sun, because the energies of the nuclei would be insufficient to overcome the electrical repulsion
between them.
Hydrogen, with one proton and one electron, is the simplest atom, and more complex atoms
can often be analyzed to a reasonably good approximation by assuming their electrons occupy
states that have the same structure as the hydrogen atom’s. The electron in a hydrogen atom
exchanges very little energy or angular momentum with the proton, so its energy and angular
momentum are nearly constant, and can be used to classify its states. The energy of a hydrogen
state depends only on its n quantum number.
In quantum physics, the angular momentum of a particle moving in a plane is quantized in
units of ~. Atoms are three-dimensional, however, so the question naturally arises of how to
deal with angular momentum in three dimensions. In three dimensions, angular momentum is
a vector in the direction perpendicular to the plane of motion, such that the motion appears
clockwise if viewed along the direction of the vector. Since angular momentum depends on
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both position and momentum, the Heisenberg uncertainty principle limits the accuracy with
which one can know it. The most that can be known about an angular momentum vector is its
magnitude and one of its three vector components, both of which are quantized in units of ~.
In addition to the angular momentum that an electron carries by virtue of its motion through
space, it possesses an intrinsic angular momentum with a magnitude of ~/2. Protons and
neutrons also have spins of ~/2, while the photon has a spin equal to ~.
Particles with half-integer spin obey the Pauli exclusion principle: only one such particle
can exist is a given state, i.e., with a given combination of quantum numbers.
We can enumerate the lowest-energy states of hydrogen as follows:
n = 1,
n = 2,
n = 2,
...

` = 0,
` = 0,
` = 1,

`z = 0,
`z = 0,
`z = −1, 0, or 1,

sz = +1/2 or −1/2
sz = +1/2 or −1/2
sz = +1/2 or −1/2

two states
two states
six states
...

The periodic table can be understood in terms of the filling of these states. The nonreactive
noble gases are those atoms in which the electrons are exactly sufficient to fill all the states up to
a given n value. The most reactive elements are those with one more electron than a noble gas
element, which can release a great deal of energy by giving away their high-energy electron, and
those with one electron fewer than a noble gas, which release energy by accepting an electron.
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coefficient of static friction, 153
color, 779
comet, 133
complete circuit, 517
complex numbers, 606
in quantum physics, 879
component, 188
conductivity, 712
conductor
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defined, 524
conservation of mass, 464
conservation law, 56
converging, 755
conversions of units, 29
Copenhagen interpretation, 870
correspondence principle, 69, 788
defined, 383
for mass-energy, 421
for relativistic momentum, 416
for time dilation, 383
cosmic censorship, 438
cosmic microwave background, 109, 439
cosmological constant, 108
coulomb (unit), 460
Coulomb’s law, 461
coupling constant, 655
critically damped, 186
Crookes, William, 467
cross product, 280
uniqueness, 918
current
defined, 515
current density, 591, 682
curved spacetime, 429
cyclotron, 723
cyclotron frequency, 723
damped oscillations, 172
critically damped, 186
overdamped
electrical, 603
mechanical, 185
damping
critical, 186
dark energy, 108, 440
dark matter, 440
Darwin, 18
Darwin, Charles, 828
Davisson
C.J., 858
de Broglie
Louis, 858
decay
exponential, 835
Deep Space 1, 132
definitions
conceptual, 57

operational, 57
degree of freedom, 324
derivative
partial, 216
Descartes, René, 129, 187
Dialogues Concerning the Two New Sciences,
37
diamagnetism, 717
differential mode, 715
diffraction
defined, 786
double-slit, 791
fringe, 787
scaling of, 788
single-slit, 796
diffraction grating, 796
diffuse reflection, 742
digital camera, 843
diopter, 765
dipole
electric, 568
field of, 671
magnetic, 656
field of, 672
dipole moment, 569
dispersion, 783, 862
dispersive waves, 355
dissonance, 374
divergence, 633
DNA, 502
Doppler effect
in relativity, 361
Doppler shift, 356
for light, 410
gravitational, 431
dot product, 212
relativistic, 409
double-slit diffraction, 791
duality
wave-particle, 850
dyne (unit), 921
Eötvös, Roland, 61
Eddington
Arthur, 828
Einstein
and randomness, 828
Einstein’s ring, 428

Einstein, Albert, 827, 842
and Brownian motion, 468
electric current
defined, 515
electric dipole, 568
field of, 671
electric field, 567
energy density of, 586
related to voltage, 571
electric forces, 459
electrolytes, 533
electromagnetic wave, 701
momentum of, 432
electron, 475
as a wave, 858
spin of, 894
wavefunction, 861
electron capture, 496
electron decay, 496
electrostatic unit, 921
elements, chemical, 466
emf, 690
emission spectrum, 866
Empedocles of Acragas, 738
endoscope, 780
energy, 73
“free”, 73
distinguished from force, 150
equivalence to mass, 417
heat, 74
kinetic, 76
light, 74
quantization of for bound states, 865
energy density
of electric field, 586
of gravitational field, 590
of magnetic field, 591, 669
energy-momentum four vector, 421
engine
automobile, 330
Carnot, 312
heat, 299
Otto cycle, 330
Enlightenment, 828
entropy
macroscopic definition, 314
microscopic definition, 320
equilibrium, 86
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metastable, 87
neutral, 86
redefined, 259
stable, 86
unstable, 87
equipartition theorem, 324
equivalence principle, 430
equivalent resistance
of resistors in parallel, 538
erg (unit), 78, 921
escape velocity, 102
esu (electrostatic unit), 921
ether, 398
Euclidean geometry, 427
Euler’s formula, 608
Euler, Leonhard, 608
event horizon, 434
evolution, 773
randomness in, 828
exclusion principle, 897
exponential decay, 835
rate of, 838
eye
evolution of, 773
human, 774
farad
defined, 593
Faraday, Michael, 513
types of electricity, 514
Fermat’s principle, see least time, principle of
ferrite bead, 716
ferromagnetism, 718
field
electric, 567
gravitational, 563, 564
fields
superposition of, 565
fields of force, 561
flatworm, 773
fluid
defined, 204
fluorescent light, 602
flux
additivity by charge, 624
additivity by region, 624
defined, 621
in Gauss’ theorem, 623
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focal angle, 763
focal length, 764
focal point, 764
force
analysis of forces, 156
defined, 145
distinguished from energy, 150
fields of, 561
normal, 152
transmission, 158
Foucault, 65
four-vector, 409
energy-momentum, 421
Fourier’s theorem, 356
fourier-spectra, 374
frame of reference, 63
inertial, 63
in general relativity, 433
Franklin, Benjamin
definition of signs of charge, 461
French Revolution, 24
frequency, 116
of waves, 353
friction
fluid, 155
kinetic, 152
static, 152
fringe
diffraction, 787
full width at half maximum, 835
full width at half-maximum, 180
fundamental, 374
fundamental theorem of algebra, 608
FWHM, 180, 835
Galileo, 739
Galilean relativity, 62, 191
inertial and gravitational mass, 61
Galileo Galilei, 37
gamma ray, 481
pair production, 423
gamma rays, 16
garage paradox, 395
gas
spectrum of, 866
gas discharge tube, 602
gauss (unit), 921
Gauss’ law, 629

differential form, 633
Gauss’ theorem, 623
for gravity, 629
proof of, 628
Gaussian pillbox, 630
general relativity, 427
generator, 601, 691
geothermal vents, 827
Germer, L., 858
GFI, 665
global warming, 505
goiters, 835
gradient, 216
graphical addition of vectors, 199
gravitational field, 82, 563, 564
energy density of, 590
gravitational time dilation, 431
gravitational waves, 566
Gravity Probe B, 428
ground fault interrupter, 665
group velocity, 863
half-life, 835
Halley’s comet, 133
handedness, 663
harmonics, 374
Hawking radiation, 317
Hawking singularity theorem, 438
Hawking, Stephen, 438
heat, 74
compared to temperature, 74
compared to thermal energy, 75
heat capacity
at constant pressure, 333
at constant volume, 333
heat engine, 299
Heisenberg
Werner, 867
Heisenberg uncertainty principle, 867
in three dimensions, 885
helium, 896
Helmholtz resonator, 334
Hertz
Heinrich, 707
Hertz, Heinrich, 845
Heinrich, 791
Hiroshima, 503
homogeneity of spacetime, 389

Hooke, 458
Hooke’s law, 169
hormesis, 504
Hubble, Edwin, 358
Hugo, Victor, 457
Huygens’ principle, 790
hydrogen atom, 886
angular momentum in, 884
classification of states, 883
energies of states in, 889
energy in, 884
momentum in, 884
quantum numbers, 886
hysteresis, 719
ideal gas law, 310
images
formed by curved mirrors, 755
formed by plane mirrors, 752
location of, 762
of images, 757
real, 756
virtual, 752
impedance, 610
of an inductor, 612
impedance matching, 616, 716
incoherent light, 787
independence
statistical, 829, 830
independent probabilities
law of, 830
index of refraction
defined, 776
related to speed of light, 777
inductance
defined, 594
induction, 601
inductor, 592
inductance, 592
inertial frame of reference, 63
information paradox, 435
inner product, 409
insulator
defined, 524
invariance
rotational, 190
inverted reflection, 364
Io, 740
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iodine, 835
ion drive, 132
isotopes, 492
Ives-Stilwell experiment, 412
Jeans
James, 828
joule (unit), 74
Joule, James, 73
paddlewheel experiment, 76
junction rule, 537
Jupiter, 740
kelvin (unit), 306
Kelvin scale, 75
Kepler’s laws, 96
Keynes, John Maynard, 458
kilo- (metric prefix), 24
kilogram, 26, 56
standard, 57
kinetic energy, 76
compared to momentum, 134
kinetic energy theorem, 165
kinetic friction, 152
coefficient of, 153
Lagrange, Joseph-Louis, 55
Laplace, 16
Laplace, Pierre Simon de, 827
Laplacian, 878
Lavoisier, Pierre-André
conservation of mass, 59
execution, 55
least time, principle of, 750, 783, 798
Leibniz, 94
lens, 780
lensmaker’s equation, 782
light, 16
absorption of, 741
angular momentum of, 710
brightness of, 743
defined, 466
Doppler shift for, 410
electromagnetic wave, 701
momentum of, 133, 432, 443, 707
particle model of, 743
ray model of, 743
speed of, 739
wave model of, 743
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waves, 352
light cone, 404
lightlike, 404
LIGO, 567
line integral, 216
linear no-threshold, 504
Lipkin linkage, 814
LNT, 504
loop rule, 542
Lorentz invariance, 407
Lorentz transformation, 390
Lorentz, Hendrik, 390
LRC circuit, 619
lumped-circuit approximation
for capacitors, 581
magnetic dipole, 656
field of, 672
magnetic field
defined, 656, 657
energy density of, 591, 669
magnetic monopoles, 661
magnification
angular, 758
by a converging mirror, 755
mass
conservation of, 56, 464
equivalence to energy, 417
gravitational, 57
inertial, 57
quantization of, 69
mass-energy
conservation of, 419
correspondence principle, 421
of a moving particle, 420
matter, 16
as a wave, 857
defined, 466
Maxwell’s equations, 699
for static fields, 680
in cgs units, 921
in differential form, 920
Maxwell, James Clerk, 791
measurement in quantum physics, 870
mechanical system, 130
median, 835
mega- (metric prefix), 24
Mendeleev, Dmitri, 467

meter (metric unit), 25
meter (unit), 56
metric system, 24, 56
prefixes, 24, 951
Michelson-Morley experiment, 398
micro- (metric prefix), 24
microwaves, 16
milli- (metric prefix), 24
Millikan, Robert, 469
Millikan, Robert, 847
mirror
converging, 762
mks units, 26
molecules
nonexistence in classical physics, 857
mollusc, 774
moment
dipole, 569
moment of inertia, 268
tabulated for various shapes, 275
momentum, 130, 131
compared to kinetic energy, 134
nonmechanical, 133
of light, 133, 432, 443, 707
relativistic, 413, 421
monopoles
magnetic, 661
MRI scan, 659
naked singularity, 438
nano- (metric prefix), 24
nautilus, 773
neutral (electrically), 461
neutral equilibrium, 86
neutron
discovery of, 138
spin of, 895
Newton
Isaac, 827
newton (unit), 145
Newton, Isaac, 24, 94
alchemy, 457
definition of time, 27
Newtonian telescope, 757
particle theory of light, 790
normal force, 152
normalization, 831
nuclear forces, 493, 664

nuclear reactions, 68
nucleus
discovery, 483
Ohm’s law, 524
ohmic
defined, 524
op-amp, 598
open circuit, 518
operational amplifier (op-amp), 598
operational definitions, 25
orbit
circular, 98
order-of-magnitude estimates, 44
oscillations, 113
damped, 172
overdamped
electrical, 603
mechanical, 185
steady state, 176
Otto cycle, 330
Otto, Nikolaus, 330
overdamped oscillations
electrical, 603
mechanical, 185
ozone layer, 842
paddlewheel experiment, 76
pair production, 423
parallel axis theorem, 270, 295
parallel circuit
defined, 531
paramagnetism, 717
Parmenides, 55
partial derivative, 216, 633
particle
definition of, 850
particle in a box, 865
particle model of light, 743, 790
pascal
unit, 301
pascal (unit), 204
path of a photon undefined, 851
Pauli exclusion principle, 18, 897
Peaucellier linkage, 814
Pelton waterwheel, 189
Penrose singularity theorem, 437
Penrose, Roger, 437
period
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of waves, 353
periodic table, 467, 485, 897
permeability, 714
permittivity, 713
perpetual motion machine, 73
phase velocity, 863
photoelectric effect, 845
photon
Einstein’s early theory, 844
energy of, 847
in three dimensions, 855
spin of, 895
physics, 16
pillbox
Gaussian, 630
pilot wave hypothesis, 852
Planck’s constant, 847
Planck, Max, 847
polarization, 703
Pope, 37
Porro prism, 809
positron, 419, 497
positron decay, 496
Pound-Rebka experiment, 432
power, 80
electrical, 520
Poynting vector, 729
praxinoscope, 753
pressure, 300
as a function of depth, 204
defined, 204
prism
Porro, 809
probabilities
addition of, 831
normalization of, 831
probability distributions
averages of, 834
widths of, 834
probability distributions, 833
probability interpretation, 852
protein molecules, 883
proton
spin of, 895
Pythagoras, 738
quality factor, 176
quantization, 469
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of mass, 69
quantum dot, 865
quantum moat, 884
quantum numbers, 887
quantum physics, 828
quark, 908
radar, 842
radiation hormesis, 504
radio, 842
radio waves, 16
raisin cookie model, 476
randomness, 828
ray diagrams, 745
ray model of light, 743, 790
RC circuit, 604
RC time constant, 604
reactions
chemical, 68
nuclear, 68
reductionism, 19
reflection
diffuse, 742
of waves, 362
specular, 746
reflections
inverted and uninverted, 364
refraction
and color, 779
defined, 774
relativity
Galilean, 62, 191
general, 427
Renaissance, 13
repetition of diffracting objects, 795
resistance
defined, 524
in parallel, 537
in series, 541
resistivity
defined, 543
resistor, 529
resistors
in parallel, 538
retina, 757
reversibility, 748
RHIC accelerator, 395
RL circuit, 604

RMS (root mean square), 615
Roemer, 740
root mean square, 615
rotational invariance, 190
Russell
Bertrand, 828
Rutherford
Ernest, 827
scalar
defined, 193
scaling, 36
schematic, 536
schematics, 536
Schrödinger
Erwin, 870
Schrödinger equation, 873
Schrödinger’s cat, 870
scientific method, 14
sea-of-arrows representation, 565
second (unit), 25, 56
series circuit
defined, 531
shell theorem, 102
short circuit
defined, 529
SI units, 26, 78
Sievert (unit), 502
sigma notation, 141
significant figures, 31
simple machine, 168
single-slit
diffraction, 796
singularity
Big Bang, 437
black hole, 436
naked, 438
singularity theorem
Hawking, 438
Penrose, 437
sinks in fields, 565
Sirius, 866
skin depth, 712
Snell’s law, 775
derivation of, 778
mechanical model of, 777
sodium, 898
solar constant, 730

solar sail, 204
solenoid, 593
magnetic field of, 678
sound
speed of, 377
waves, 351
sources of fields, 565
spacelike, 404
spacetime
curvature of, 429
spark plug, 605
specific heat, 74
spectrum
absorption, 866
emission, 866
spin, 894
neutron’s, 895
of electron, 894
photon’s, 895
proton’s, 895
spin theorem, 253
proof, 920
spiral
Archimedean, 734
spring constant, 114
Squid, 774
stability, 86
standing wave, 376
standing waves, 376
Star Trek, 866
states
bound, 865
static friction, 152
coefficient of, 153
statvold, 921
steady state, 176
strong nuclear force, 493
strong nuclear force, 493
superposition
of waves, 342
superposition of fields, 565
Swift, Jonathan, 36
symmetry, 663
system
closed, 58
Taylor, G.I., 851
telescope, 757, 797
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temperature, 74, 300
absolute zero, 75, 306
Celsius, 306
compared to heat, 74
Kelvin, 306
macroscopic definition, 306
microscopic definition, 321
tension, 159, 167
Tesla
Nikola, 178
tesla (unit), 656
thermal energy
compared to heat, 75
thermodynamics, 299
first law of, 300, 330
laws of
summarized, 330
second law of, 316, 328, 330
third law of, 329, 330
zeroth law of, 305, 330
thermometer, 306
Thomson, J.J.
cathode ray experiments, 473
time
arrow of, 328
time constant
RC, 604
time dilation
gravitational, 431
time reversal, 748
timelike, 404
torque
defined, 254
related to force, 255, 284
total internal reflection, 780
transformer, 601, 691
transmission
of waves, 362
transmission of forces, 158
triangle inequality, 409
tunneling, 872
twin paradox, 409
ultraviolet light, 842
uncertainty principle, 867
in three dimensions, 885
units
nonmetric, 951
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units, conversion of, 29
unstable equilibrium, 87
vector
addition, 194
defined, 193
division by a scalar, 194
dot product, 212
four-vector, 409
magnitude of, 194
multiplication by a scalar, 194
subtraction, 194
vector addition
analytic, 199
graphical, 199
vector cross product, 280
vector product, cross, 280
velocity
addition of
relativistic, 412, 445, 944
vector, 201
group, 863
phase, 863
velocity filter, 660
vision, 738
volt (unit)
defined, 519
voltage
defined, 520
related to electric field, 571
volume
operational definition, 35
scaling of, 36
Voyager space probe, 442
water
specific heat, 74
wave
definition of, 850
dispersive, 783, 862
electromagnetic, 701
energy related to amplitude, 365
light, 701
wave model of light, 743, 790
wave-particle duality, 850
pilot-wave interpretation of, 852
probability interpretation of, 852
wavefunction
complex numbers in, 879

of the electron, 861
wavelength, 354
waves
absorption of, 362
dispersive, 355
frequency of, 353
gravitational, 566
interference, 370
light, 352
medium not transported with, 344
on a string, 348
patterns, 346
period of, 353
reflection of, 362
sound, 351
standing, 376
superposition of, 342
transmission of, 362
velocity of, 345
wavelength, 354
weak nuclear force, 664
weak nuclear force, 496
whale songs, 364
Wicked Witch of the West, 857
Wigner, Eugene, 762
work
defined, 162
work theorem, 164
world-line, 409
x-rays, 16
Yarkovsky effect, 189
Young, Thomas, 791
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